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DESSENSITIZED

TYPIC YOBITE AMIRUNK AMELIH MIARION

1. AMIRASH/1 WAS MET IN PARIS FOR LAST TIME ON 22 NOV 63
BEFORE HIS PLANNED DEPARTURE FOR FRANKEN ON 28 NOV 63 FROM PRAGUE.

2. AMIRASH/1 REPEATED HIS DETERMINATION TO PROCEED TO A
COUP AGAINST ANTRUG. AMIRASH/1 WAS PROMISED FULL U.S. SUPPORT IF HE
IS SUCCESSFUL IN A REAL COUP AGAINST THE ANTRUG REGIME.

3. ACCORDING TO AMIRASH/1 THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS FORM THE
NUCLEUS OF THE GROUP WHICH CAN BE TRUSTED FOR A MOVE AGAINST ANTRUG:

A) CMDR. EFICNIO AMELIH DELGADO

B) AMIRUNK/10

C) JOSE NARANJO MORALES, MAYOR OF HAVANA

D) JOSÉ ASSEF, FORMER SUB-SECRETARY MINISTRY OF INTERIOR,
PRESENTLY ASSISTANT TO NARANJO, MUNICIPALITY
OF HAVANA (REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFO FROM WAVE).

SECRET
THE ABOVE INDIVIDUALS, ACCORDING TO AMASH/1, ARE THE ONES IN WHOM HE HAS MOST CONFIDENCE AND WHO, IF IT BECOMES NECESSARY, CAN BE CUT-IN ON THE INITIAL STAGES OF THE OPERATION. AMASH/1 CONTINUES TO INSIST THAT AS LONG AS ANTHUG IS AROUND, THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS KNOWLEDGEABLE OF A COUP AGAINST THE REGIME MUST BE KEPT TO AN ABSOLUTE MINIMUM. ONCE ANTHUG IS REMOVED, AMASH/1 FEELS THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS CAN BE COUNTED ON TO SUPPORT THE COUP:

A) CAPT. RAUL DIAZ-ARGUELLIES GARCIA

B) (FRO) NIEVES BROTHERS (REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFO FROM WAVE)

C) CAPT. FAUSTO LOPEZ MIRANDA

D) CAPT. JUAN NIGRI SANCHEZ WHO IS A CLOSE FRIEND AND CAN INFLUENCE CAPT. FELIPE GUERRA MATOS.

ONCE THE COUP APPEARS SUCCESSFUL, AMASH/1 FEELS THE FOLLOWING WILL FALL IN LINE:

A) CAPT. JUAN ALMEDIA BOSQUE

B) CAPT. FAURE CHOVON MERIVELLA
C) GUSTAVO ARCOS BERGNES

D) ENRIQUE RODRIGUEZ LORCHE

E) CRISTO ANTONIO CASTELL

Since one of the principal players in AMTRUNK, i.e., AMTRUNK/10, is also part of the AMASH group, it is essential for WAVE and HQS to coordinate all details of the planning and activity of the AMTRUNK and AMASH ops. The fact we are into the same group from two different angles is not necessarily bad but does increase the security risks of the op.

4. Swing AMASH/1 is returning via Prague. He did not desire to carry any incriminating material with him. He is trained in S/W and plans are to deliver his S/W material to him through Decrip in Prague between 5-15 Jan 64. As WAVE is aware from Ref B AMTRUNK/10 told AMASH/1 about his contact with AMUS/3/4. He also told AMASH/1
ABOUT HIS S/W SYSTEM. IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO RESORT TO USING ANTRUNK/10's S/W SYSTEM FOR MESSAGES TO AND FROM AMFLASH/1, BUT IT PREFERABLE AMFLASH/1 ALSO HAVE HIS OWN SYSTEM. FOR SECURITY REASONS DO NOT DESIRE CUT AMTRUNKS IN ON KUBARK'S CONTACT WITH AMFLASH/1.

5. HQS ALSO WISHES ALERT WAVE TO NEED FOR SENDING AMFLASH/1 A CACHE OF APPROX 20 HAND GRENADES, WEAPONS AND AMMO, AND C-4 WITH ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT. TOTAL WEIGHT APPROX 75 POUNDS. AMFLASH/1 SUGGEST SAFEST PLACE FOR CACHE IS AMTRUNK/10 FINCA. REQUEST WAVE VIEWS ON POSSIBILITY CACHING THIS PACKAGE.

6. HQS REQUESTS WAVE GIVE PRIORITY ATTENTION ESTABLISHING RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, POSSIBLY WITH AMTRUNK/9, OR ANOTHER AMTRUNK ASSET WITH THE IDEA, IF FUTURE NEED ARISES, OF MARRYING THIS ASSET TO AMFLASH/1 AND AMTRUNK/10.

7. IN HQS VIEW THIS GROUP COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF PERSONALITIES FROM THE OLD DIRECTORIO REVOLUCIONARIO (DR) OFFERS THE BEST POTENTIAL AT PRESENT FOR INITIATING SUCCESSFUL ACTION AGAINST T...
ANYTHING REGIME.

8. THE NAVY GROUP BEING DEPLOYED THROUGH THE CASAILOR COMPLEX
AND ANQUAR/1 WILL BE THE SUBJECT OF A SEPARATE CABLE.

9. BAILFORD PLANS DISCUSS POLICY ASPECT MAHAPRON PROGRAM
DURING 10 DEC 63 STOPOVER. MEYVIN T. WILERSKY AND MATTHEW H. ONTRICH
WILL TRAVEL WAVE LATER DATE DISCUSS DETAILS.

END OF MESSAGE
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SPECIAL TYPIC TO DETE AMRAS AMASH MASHRON

1. AMASH/1 WAS MET IN PARIS FOR LAST TIME ON 22 NOV 63

BEFORE HIS PLANNED DEPARTURE FOR PRAGUE ON 26 NOV 63 FROM PRAGUE.

2. AMASH/1 REPEATED HIS DETERMINATION PURGE PLANS FOR A

COUP AGAINST ANDRIG. AMASH/1 WAS PROMISED FULL U.S. SUPPORT IF HE

IS SUCCESSFUL IN A SMALL COUP AGAINST THE ANDRIG REGIME.

3. ACCORDING TO AMASH/1 THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS FORM THE

NUCLEUS OF THE GROUP WHICH CAN BE TRUSTED FOR A MOVE AGAINST ANDRIG:

A) CMDR. ENRIQUE AMELINGHAS BELCADO

B) AMRAS/10

C) JOSE BARANDO MORALES, MAYOR OF HAVANA

D) JOSE ASHEF, FORMER SUB-SECRETARY MINISTRY OF INTERIOR,

PREVIOUS ASSISTANT TO MARIANO, MUNICIPALITY

OF HAVANA (REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFO FROM WAVE).
THE ABOVE INDIVIDUALS, ACCORDING TO AMLASH/1, ARE THE ONES IN WHOM HE HAS MOST CONFIDENCE AND WHO, IF IT BECOMES NECESSARY, CAN BE COUNT ON IN THE INITIAL STAGES OF THE OPERATION. AMLASH/1 CONTINUES TO INSIST THAT AS LONG AS ANTHUG IS AROUND, THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN A COUP AGAINST THE REGIME MUST BE KEPT TO AN ABSOLUTE MINIMUM. ONCE ANTHUG IS REMOVED, AMLASH/1 FEELS THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS CAN BE COUNT ON TO SUPPORT THE COUP:

A) CAPT. RAUL DIAZ-ROMAN

B) (REU) NUÑES BROTHERS (REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFO FROM WAPE)

C) CAPT. RAMON LOPEZ MIRANDA

D) CAPT. JUAN MUJER SANCHEZ WHO IS A CLOSE FRIEND AND CAN INFLUENCE CAPT. FELICE GUEMA MACHO.

ONCE THE COUP APPEARS SUCCESSFUL, AMLASH/1 FEELS THE FOLLOWING WILL FALL IN LINE:

A) CAPT. JUAN ALMEDIA ROSIQUE

B) CAPT. RAUL CuENGAS BABIA
C) GUSTAVO ARCOS BERGUES
D) ENRIQUE RODRIGUEZ LORENZ
E) CAVIL. ANTONIO CASTELL

Since one of the principal players in AMBRINK, I.K., AMBRINK/10,
is also part of the AMFLASH group, it is essential for WAVE and
RQs to coordinate all details of the planning and activity of the
AMBRINK and AMFLASH ops. The fact we are into the same group from
two different angles is not necessarily bad but does increase the
security risks of the OP.

4. Since AMFLASH/1 is returning via Frague he did not desire to
carry any incriminating material with him. He is trained in 3/W
and plans to deliver his 3/W material to him through Frague in
February between 3-15 Jan-64. As WAVE is aware from Ref B AMBRINK/10,
told AMFLASH/1 about his contact with AMBRINK/16. He also told AMFLASH/1
ABOUT HIS S/N SYSTEM, IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO RESORT TO USING AMTRUNK/10's S/N SYSTEM FOR MESSAGES TO AND FROM ANLASH/1, BUT IT IS UNDESIRABLE ANLASH/1 ALSO HAVE HIS OWN SYSTEM. FOR SECURITY REASONS DO NOT DESIRE CUT AMTRUNKS IN ON KUARK'S CONTACT WITH ANLASH/1.

3. HQS ALSO WISHES ALERT WAVE TO NEED FOR SENDING ANLASH/1 A CACHE OF APPROX 20 HAND GRENADES, WEAPONS AND AMMO, AND C-4 WITH ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT. TOTAL WEIGHT APPROX 75 POUNDS. ANLASH/1 SUGGEST SAFEST PLACE FOR CACHE IS AMTRUNK/10 YINCA. REQUEST WAVE VIEWS ON POSSIBILITY CACHING THIS PACKAGE.

5. HQS REQUESTS WAVE GIVE PRIORITY ATTENTION ESTABLISHING RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, POSSIBLY WITH AMTRUNK/9, OR ANOTHER AMTRUNK ASSET WITH THE LDRA, IF FUTURE NEED ARISES, OF MARRYING THIS ASSET TO ANLASH/1 AND AMTRUNK/10.

7. IN HQS VIEW THIS GROUP COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF PERSONALITIES FROM THE OLD DIRETORIO REVOLUCIONARIO (DR) OFFERS THE BEST OPPORTUNITY AT PRESENT FOR ESTABLISHING SUCCESSFUL ACTION AGAINST
ANYUG REGIME.

8. THE NAVY GROUP BEING DEVELOPED THROUGH THE CASAILOR COMPLEX AND ANQUAR/1 WILL BE THE SUBJECT OF A SEPARATE CABLE.

9. DAINLD PLAN DISCUSS POLICY ASPECT MINAPRON PROGRAM FOR 10 DEC 63 SEE BELOW. KENNETH S. WILESSEY AND MATTHEW H. ONTRICH WILL TRAVEL IN THE LATER DATE DISCUSS DETAILS.

END OF MESSAGE.
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